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The Kenyon Collegian
CAMPAIGN AMONG
HIGH
fourth

SCHOOL MEN

Caster Campaign

For New

Students Planned at Special
Assembly, March 28

SPRING FOOTBALL

SENTIMENT FAVORS
UNSHACKLED PRESS
Refuses

Stated That a Student
of About 200 Is Desirable For Kenyon

the fourth Easter campaign to secure new students were discussed by President Peirce at a special
Plans for

on March
signifying willingness to
part in this work were circulated
and practically all the students

meeting

of the Assembly

Cards

28.
take
later

signed them.

outlined in detail some of
and aspirations about the
college.
He stated that for a college
of the size and aims of Kenyon, a stuDr. Peirce

his plans

dent body

of about 200 is desirable.

The equipment

and faculty are about

Some
for this number.
additions which would be necessary are
a new dormitory and more class rooms.
The President stated that he knew certainly that as soon as there was need of
them a new dormitory and a laboratory
building would be erected.
To accomplish these improvements
he urged a vigorous prosecution of the
Easter campaign, referring to its good
results in the past.
He stated that the
entering classes have increased nearly
fifty per cent since the system was
started in 1913.
Following the President's speech the Assembly formally
indorsed the plan.
the proper size

As in

past years each student taking

part in the work is assigned

to some
preparatory school which he
visits, meeting and talking to as many
of the graduating class
as possible
Ihe names of all prospective Kenyon
men are turned in to the President's
office, and literature
of the college is
sent to them.
The system has been
extremely successful in the past three
years, and the increased size of the
allege at the present time
can be
high or

Take This Year's Varsity Have Hard Time
Action To Control Collegian
Competing With Freshmen
To

been turned
in

56-4-

Indicates

6

Track Meet Was

Inter

--

Hall

Close-Re- lay

Most Exciting

For Positions
Track in Best Condition It Has Been
in For Seven Years-Res- ults

The exciting business of the April
at which about eighty members were present was a discussion of
the relations of the Collegian to the
Assembly.
Several motions to force
the Collegian to be dictated to by the
Assembly were lost. It developed that
the sentiment of the college is in favor
of an unshackled, free, public spirited
newspaper.
A vote of the Assembly ratified the
action of the executive committee in
deciding to present to the trustees the
proposition of making the athletic fee
compulsory in return for a season
ticket to all home games. The Assembly further unanimously agreed to
a raise of two hundred dollars in the
Coach's salary for next year. Messrs.
Brown and Kinder were presented with
football K's by President Steinfeld.
A vote of thanks was given Mr.
Smith for his work in managing
n
basketball, also for his services to the varsity basketball management. Mr. Shaner was elected to
the dormitory committee from the
sixth constitutional division.
Plans were discussed with regard to
the securing of a special train that the
whole college might attend the Big Six
track meet in Columbus on May 27.
Mr. Davey suggested that the Assembly
ask the faculty for a holiday on this
date. A unanimous vote was cast in
favor of the suggestion. President
bteinreld appointed a committee composed of one man from each constitutional division to make arrangements
for the intended trip to Columbus.
Captain Axtell suggested to this
year's varsity men that they had better
come out to spring football practice
if they had any hopes of making the

Coach Kelleher issued the first call
for football candidates for next fall's
team on Wednesday, March 29. The
encouraging
number
of
twenty
men responded on the first day. The
average number of candidates out
since spring practice began has been
between fifteen and twenty.
The first week was spent in punting,
covering punts, starts, etc. lhis week
has been given over to scrimmage.
Most of the plays that will be used in
the fall were given out this week.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Assembly

inter-divisio-

traced directly to the
The plan
was first

Easter campaign.
adopted in the
sP"ng of 1913, and as a result the class
of '917
was the largest that had entered for over ten
years. The follow-"i- g
year was equally successful and
918 entered
as the second of the
augmented classes. The
same plan
used last Spring, and in the whole
'me since it was first adopted
over 500
names of
prospective students have

FROM HANNA HALL

IS IN FULL SWING

Peirce
Body

10

OLD KENYON WINS

Score
April Assembly

Eighty Present.
Dr.

xo.
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At
At
At

Indicate Athletes
Old Kenyon defeated Hanna Hall by
the score 56-4in an inter-ha- ll
track
meet on Saturday afternoon, April 1.
A light rain which began to fall early
in the day nearly put a damper on the
meet, but later it cleared up entirely
so that the meet was begun at three
o'clock. It is said that the track was
in the best condition it has been in for
several years through the efforts of
Coach Kelleher and Track Manager
6,

Of this year's squad the men who Welch.
will be back next fall are Galberach,
The relay was the most exciting event.
Allen, Lowry, Hurxthal, Lewis, Downe,
Doll running for Old Kenyon, had a
Captain Axtell, Van Voorhis, Doll,
Shoffstall, Ader, Endle, Welch and
Sanborn. From the way this year's
freshman footballers showed up, it is
the general opinion that everyone of
the above named men will have to
hustle for their jobs on the 1916 football team.
The freshmen who it seems have a
good chance of making the 1916
varsity are White, Gunn, Abbott,
Also
Thome, Gordon and McGuire.
Ellsworth, '17, who entered this year
from Miami is showing up well.
Coach Kelleher is very optimistic
about Kenyon's 1916 football prospects. He says that with the material
on hand he expects the 1916 team to
far surpass Kenyon's 1908 championship contenders.
Kenyon has usually had a light but
fast team. Indications are that her
next football team will be much
heavier than it has been for several
years, but will also be fast. Some of
the best track men in college will be
on the squad.

EASTER TRIP OF KENYON GLEE CLUB
Mansfield on April 25. First Congregational Church. Given
under auspices of Grace Episcopal Church.
Toledo on April 26. Given under direction of Toledo Alumni
Association.
Norwalk on April 27. Arranged by Miss Marian Deleven.
Sandusky on April 28. Given under direction of Fred Zinn, K. M. A.

to the office.

BOOST FOR A BIGGER KENYON.

twenty yard start on Galberach, running for Hanna Hall. Galberach cut
Doll's lead to five yards before the
finish. "Red" White ran the 2 mile
to secure a point for Old Kenyon.
Someone pushed him from the track
just before the finish and he was disqualified by the referee.
Had not the broad jump, high jump,
and pole vault been called off because
of wet runways, Old Kenyon would
probably not have won.
Coach Kelleher refereed the meet.
Summary of events:
Yl mile relay won by Old Kenyon.
(Ellsworth, Twigg, Leonard, Doll).
Time 1:44
2 mile won by Hanna Hall. (Goodwin, Williams). Time 11:32.
440 yd. dash won by Hanna Hall.
(Lowry). Time 1:57.
100 yd. dash won by Old Kenyon.
Time 10 4-(Leonard).
Shot put won by Old Kenyon. Doll
(O. K.) 35.8 ft. White (O. K.) 31.8
ft. Gunn (O. K.) 31.712 ft. Rowe
(H. H.) 29.5 ft. Thome (H. H.)
28.3 ft.
mile won by Hanna Hall. (Goodwin 2nd, Williams 1st, Myers 3rd).
Time 5:19.
Hammer throw won by Old Kenyon.
Doll,
76.8 ft. Ellsworth. 70 ft.
White, 60 ft.
220 yd. dash won by Old Kenyon.
(Doll). Time 24
220 low hurdles won by Hanna Hall.
Time 30
(Sanborn).
3-- 5.

5.

1

1-

-5.

1-

-5.

(Continued on Page 3)
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Tennis Prospects Good

Mock Republican Convention

The prospects for another successful
tennis team are exceedingly
bright,
and with another week of warm, dry
weather the courts will be in shape and
the men practicing. A good schedule
has been arranged and a good showing
may be confidently expected.
Of last year's team. Captain Schafer,
Albright and Sapp are back, with
Weida, Lowry and Hohly to make up
the fourth man. All have had match
experience and the competition for positions should create much interest.
Schafer and Sapp should have no
trouble with their opponents and in the
doubles should be unbeatable. Last
year at the intercollegiate tournament
at Columbus, this pair were runners-ubeing beaten by Oberlin in three exciting sets in the finals.
Both courts will be put in shape this
spring and the same rules will apply
Freshmen shall
as in former years:
or
not play while
sophomores are waiting for the courts.
Not more than three sets shall be
played by anyone, while others are
waiting, and the team itself shall be
allowed on the 'courts at any time in
the afternoon, regardless of others.
1916 Tennis Schedule
p,

upper-classm-

April 15
April 28
May 6
May

11

May 18,
May 19
May 27

June 2
June 10
June 17

en

Kenyon vs. Ohio University
at Athens.
Kenyon vs. Otterbein
at Westerville.
Kenyon vs. Wesleyan
at Gambier.
Kenyon vs. Otterbein
at Gambier.
19, 20 Intercollegiate Tournament at Columbus.
Faculty vs. Seniors.
Kenyon vs. Denison
at Granville.
Kenyon vs. Ohio State
at Gambier.
Kenyon vs. Denison
at Gambier.
Alumni vs. College.

B. S. A. Holds Meeting

After an inactivity of two months,
the Brotherhood of St. Andrew met in
the Sterling Room on March 23. A
discussion was held on the scope and
future of Brotherhood work at Kenyon, and Director Goodwin announced
a program for the next meeting.
(Continued from Page
Sentiment

Favors Unshackled

1

)
Press

team. He further stated that the
freshmen were turning out in encouraging numbers and that the letter men
should come out and help handle the
freshmen.
A request from the Bishop of the
Diocese was read that the entire college be present at the confirmation in
the chapel which the Bishop will administer on May 5.
Finally it was urged that all undergraduates sign the coupon in the Collegian and send to President Peirce,
thus giving their support to the idea of
a publicity man for Kenyon.

Political plot and
play a prominent part

will
in the life of the
if the plans being made
counter-pl- ot

Hill shortly,
for a mock national Republican Convention materialize.
Following the example set four years
ago when a most successful Democratic Convention was held, committees
from Philo, Nupi, and the Civics Club
are planning to stage a similar affair on
some date in the week preceding the
Easter recess. President Peirce is
very enthusiastic about the project,
and has spoken in favor of it both in
his History 8 class and in Philo.
The
plans of the joint committee will probably be similar to those used in 1912.
Delegates from each state, many
in characteristic dress, form in procession in the afternoon, and headed by
a band, march up the Middle Path.
After a considerable demonstration the
delegates enter Rosse Hall and the
regular procedure of a nominating convention is followed.
After the seating

of delegates and adoption of a platform, the convention adjourns until
evening when the names of candidates
are formally presented to the assemblage.
At the last convention this
procedure was greatly retarded by the
steam roller tactics of Tammany, led
by "Boss" Newhall. Inasmuch as the
same powerful politicians are in evidence on the Hill today, their flopping
to the Republican party, and the subsequent machine opposition to them
may be expected.
With the cooperation of the student
body, the committee think that the
convention can be successfully held.
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Store
The Arnold Store Martin's
Men's Furnishings
Picture Framing

FOR

Books, Magazines,

Sta-tioner-

GAMBIER, 0.
y,

Lamps and
Gas Stoves

The New
Knox National Bank,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Picture Framing, Athletic Supplies

The Oldest Banking Institution in

MT. VERNON, OHIO

Resources More than a Million.

Chas. G. Singer

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Desault B. Kirk, President,
John M. Ewalt, Vice Pres.
Henry C. Devin, Vice Pres.

TAILOR

Knox County.

Wm. A. Ackerman,

Cashier

J. H. McFarland, Asst Cashier
V. P. Bogardus

C. F. Colville

Ralph C. Ringwalt

Fit the Hardest to Fit
And Please the Hardest to Please
I

Walk-Ove- r

DRY CLEANING
a Specialty

College Boots

PRESSING

$3.50 to $5.00

Telephone 54

Gambier, Ohio

A

Full Line of Men's Fine Shoes,
Tango Pumps, Tennis Shoes,
Polish and Laces

BUSY BEE L.

RESTAURANT

H. JACOBS
GAMBIER, OHIO

Under Old Management

JOSEPH MANSFIELD

More About the Waiters

The waiters, not content with showing their "speed" to the rest of the
college by a dance, had to challenge
the rest of the student body to a

SHORT ORDERS
at All Hours
1

game.
As a result Schafer gathered a band
of athletes and when everything was
complete took up the defy that Smith
had so contemptuously thrown down.
Both teams met for the bloody
fracas on Friday, March 24. It was
with blood in his eye that the doughty
captain of the Collegians sent his team
on the floor.
Smith's cohorts were not lacking in
pep either. Tasman, the dean of the
waiters, as floor leader kept his men
in the lead for the first half. As soon
as he left the game at the end of the
first half, on account of rheumatism,
the tide turned.
The writer does not remember the
exact figures, yet he is able to recall
that the college defeated the waiters
Abbott,
by a margin of four points.
Sanborn, and Schafer starred for the
Bauer,
many mentioned Collegians.
basket-ba- ll

Steinfeld, Galberach, and Tasman
starred for the waiters, while Don
Smith, their manager, did some con
of the
spicuous rooting (for the

60)

gate receipts

for them.

Lloyd's Studio
Makers of Fine

5 West High Street

MT. VERNON. OHIO
Kenyon Trade Solicited

The Citizens Bank

PHOTOGRAPHS
Framing and Enlarging, and
Everything Pertaining to
Photography.
Corner Main and Vine Streets

Gambier, Ohio

MT. VERNON, OHIO

Individual Liability
General Banking
Business

Both Phones

3

Interest paid on

Time Deposits
Safety Vault

C. A. Kilkenny
Cigar Store

Boxes for Rent.

Your Banking Wants
Taylor's Barber Shop

Promptly Met.

Three Good Barbers
C. G.

SCOTT

&

SON

South Main St.

MT. VERNON.

General Merchandise
Specials: Fine Candies, Cigars

Patronize our advertisers.

GAMBIER

Kenyon

Men

Welcome.

THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
Line-u- p

Ball
Senior Faculty Basket
On

decorous

their usual
endeavored, departing from

administer

that grave and

Seniors in
(port,

There were for

R. G.

that dignified body, Winslow

and the holder of
played some
Hygiene,
the chair of
"Bugs" Walton, scientist and
game.

King, Bowman
L. F.

the

to

who

only Senior

up to his

stand
shining

In fact he

rising generation.

jucceeded so well

a grudge

that Perrin was the
had the nerve to
As a

body blows.

star our president

came next.

and he had the
stalling
Omarite center who opposed
a few minutes after the game began.
His

wind was

fine

anatomy, the forward part,

Winslow's

playing an aggress"Red Tie" Allen, otheras "Gummy," played his

prevented him from
ive game.
wise known
guard with
showed

mathematical precision and

that the spirit of

"93"

was not

dead.

R. F.
Philo Enthusiasm Increased
Greatly increased interest has characterized the meetings of Philo during
the past month. As a result of a
general feeling of enthusiasm among
the members the attendance has become larger, the speakers have been
better prepared, and general discussions on topics treated by them has
shown that the hearers are interested.
In undertaking to revive interest,
the society found it necessary to make
some alterations in its constitution.
The time of notice given to speakers
was shortened from two to one week,
and a program committee of three was
authorized to select the speakers. It
was also found necessary to limit the
speakers to ten minutes in order to
give time for general discussions by the

Seniors suffices society.
Limitation of membership was also
for words.
However, it is well that
decided upon, and a strict application
some attention be given
to them.
of the cut rules was made. At the
Perrin,
and dilletant& first meeting at which these changes
showed that they can come back.
T. were made, twenty-nin- e
men were
Davey, once a robust man, was also dropped for
The society plans to have frequent
among the "come backs."
Williams
visits
from its faculty members, and
was too rough with the faculty and as
them have already been present.
of
two
a result he was jerked in the second
Dr. Reeves was at the meeting of
half.
P. Hall's nerve in battling the
March 15, and acted as critic, promismighty "Bugs" was prodigious.
King ing to deliver an address in the near
a marvelous
consumer of "camels" future. On
March 29, Persident
demonstrated that smoking does not Peirce attended the meeting in Philo
The prowess of the

ex-athl- ete

over-cuttin- g.

Hall.

affect the eye.

I

I

EUROPEAN PLAN

I

Good food and good service.

Popular priced dining room.
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Davey

head of all athletics

philosopher, paid off many

Rates: $1.00 to $5.00 Per Day

Perrin, Ballard
C.

Kelleher the

I

The Home of Gambier People while in Cleveland

Hall, Smith I

Kelleher

many stars.

the Faculty,

j

I

L. G.

man-requiri- ng

basketball.

The Hotel Euclid

Seniors
Williams

Allen

condition as pedagogues, to
Peirce
a beating to the revered

exerciseless
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Faculty

Saturday, April 25, the staid and
Walton
Faculty of Kenyon College
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arcourt Place
A Church School for Girls

Thorough College Preparatory and Academic courses for
High School graduates in languages, literature, music and art
and especially in

Domestic Science and Art
A Preparation for Home Life
Development of character and personality receives the
ful attention its importance demands.

care-

The Rev. Jacob Streibert, Ph. D.,
Regent,
GAMBIER,

-

-

L E. SCARBROUGH

OHIO.

HAVE YOUR

Films Developed

Taxi and

and Printed

Auto Service

At Jackson's

To Gambier

Cor. Main and Gambier Sts.,

over Pitkin's Store,
MT. VERNON, OHIO

Phones:

Citizens,

502-Gree-

Bell, 35

n
I

--

W

307 West High Street

"Bob" Casteel

All work mailed the following day.
Large Outdoor Groups and Flash Lights
Prices REASONABLE.
a specialty.
Citizen Phone 859-BlaG. C. Williams, Gambier Agent.
ck

S.

R. DOOLITTLE

Gold-fille- d
insignia can now be proHas the
for $3.50, and the solid gold for
cured
come to the game.
It was fast and
$4.50, and several have been ordered
Kenyon Views, Post Cards and
full of hammer-lock- s
and
by those eligible to wear them.
Note Books. Snyder-Chaffe- e
Many a time the
kind heart of the
Chocolates
scientist prevented him from throwing
for
1)
the unoffending
(Continued from Page
Seniors out of the window.
"Fat" outplayed his man at
KENYON MEN
center, but Winslow's corporal infirmitSpring Football
A Neat Hair Cut
ies prevented any advantage from that
realizes that he will face
coach
The
A Clean Shave
score.
The other opponents were
the hardest schedules next year
of
one
Delightful Massage
A
equally matched with the
exception of that Kenyon has ever had, and he is
Dry Goods
Hardware
'He shooting
of King and Davey.
It.
no
let
stone
to
therefore
determined
Many thrills were given
Chase Ave.
Gambier
to the spe- be unturned in forming a team that
Many
inwere
the
interesting
cks.
will be an able contender for the first
cidents.
For instance a nickel match-"i- g
place.
contest by two athletes during the
Progress of the game,
Hall's narrow
See the New Sweaters, Jerseys
escape frm
(Continued from Page )
death at the hands of the
the place to
and kindred lines
"jfunated scientist in the form of a
P'unge from the
Old Kenyon Wins
second story window,
Dy assistance of the
aforesaid
mile
won by Hanna Hall. (GoodJ2
Our Only Standard
ntist, and many others
quite too win). Time 2:18
numerous to mention.
This Store Shows the New Things
Discus won by Old Kenyon. Axtell
Tre was a great deal of contro- - (O. K.) 98 ft. White (O. K.) 92 ft.
When they are New
West From Square
as to the score.
The only Gunn (O. K.) 83.3 ft.
enable conclusion that the. snnrr.
120 high hurdles won by Old Ken12 West High Street
Good Clothes Shop
"editor can come to is that the yon. (Gunn). Time 18
seniors won,
104 S. Main St. MT. VERNON, O.
MT. VERNON, OHIO
Old Kenyon 56, Hanna Hall 46.
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Up, Boys!
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,
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4.
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the constitution of the student assembly
each man solemnly promises that he
FounJed in 1855
will not enter into politics of any kind.
Published every two weeks during Yet, politics for the past five years has
the collegiate year by the students of almost become an institution AND IS
Kenyon College.
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INCREASING.
If one would only stop to realize how
little it means for one to receive an
office in college which was procured by
a "deal," such honors would cease to
become the one ambition of half the
college. At the present time there are
about three real honors in college and
those are the honors which are procured by good honest labor. If politics exist in Kenyon, it is not the time
to hide the fact but rather the time to
get at the root of the matter. Kenyon
Spirit, Kenyon Life, in fact all that
we are proud of cannot exist under
It is a matter for the
such conditions.
students themselves and one which
should not be concealed but should be
an open question of vital interest to
every student.
Let the man who works for the office and who deserves the reward receive it. "Deals" mean death to KenIt is impossible to keep
yon spirit.
politics a secret in Kenyon, we are too
small in number. It is either unity or
a death to all that we hold dear.

COLLEGIAN

BOOST FOR A
BIGGER KENYON
For a number of years Kenyon has not been turning out championship
One intercollegiate sport had to be dropped, namely baseball.
teams.
It is hard to find anyone who ever heard of a Kenyon debate team. Why?
Because Kenyon had to give up intercollegiate debating some years ago. As
to Glee clubs, one year we have one and the next year it has vanished. A
Mandolin club has been more or less of a joke, to say nothing of a college
orchestra. If it had not been for "Pop" concerts the last three years music
at Kenyon would have been entirely forgotten. And so on with nearly all
college activities.
They are merely the skeletons of once flourishing organizations.
As a consequence men are sitting around in the dormitories lamenting that
college spirit is dead and that Kenyon is "going to the dogs," so far as her

reputation

is

concerned.

What is the cause of Kenyon's condition of college activities? Now we
have to face a fact, which although it hurts, and it certainly does hurt, but
nevertheless it is a fact; the sooner we face it and be honest with ourselves,
the sooner will Kenyon once more take her rightful place in the college world.

The answer is less than 150 students. We have forgotten, it seems,
that there are other colleges besides Kenyon. While they have been growing
and consequently turning out championship teams, and sending their representatives into every sort of intercollegiate activity, Kenyon has been resting,
relying on her past reputation and college spirit, which at last must have some-

From the Press of
The Republican Publishing Co.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

APRIL

tl,

1916

College Politics
For the past few years an erroneous
idea has been growing in the minds of
the students of Kenyon in regard to
the real meaning of college honors.
Just as Gambier is a rather unique
situation for a college town, so is Kenyon rather an individual college. The
determining factor which makes Kenyon unique and individual is the fact
that each student takes pride in considering himself an integral part of the
institution, working for its betterment
along with every other student in college. Unless this condition of unity
continues to exist the college cannot
help but become disrupted. The real
success of the college, that success
which makes it different from other
institutions, is built around the students and is kept in place only by the
unity of the student body.

Spring Football
the candidates have been
called out for spring football practice.
To many this means nothing, but it
should be of vital interest to every man
in college.
Spring football practice is an opportunity.
For those who have played, it
is an opportunity to get acquainted
with new plays which will be given out;
for those who have never played it is
an opportunity to learn the rudiments
Do not wait until next
of the game.
fall, when there are only ten days between the time college opens and the
first game, to work up a formidable
Again

thing to rest on or fall.

There is only one remedy for Kenyon. She must grow to at. least 200
students. With this number she could turn out teams that would be able to
compete with any college in the country. The college authorities have recognized this fact, and consequently have instituted the "Easter Campaign."
The "Easter Campaign" is all
go far enough. We do not follow
in the "Easter Campaign." It has
not receive enough publicity in the

right in so far as it goes, but it does not
up with a personal touch what we begin
been a long known fact that Kenyon does
right way.

The Kenyon Collegian advocates the plan of having a publicity man for
This has been the secret of growth in many of our neighHis duties are various, visiting high schools and preparatory
schools throughout the whole year, personal visits to men contemplating entering Kenyon, charge of correspondence with newspapers, arranging Glee
Kenyon College.
boring colleges.

team.
A hard schedule faces the team next
year and it should be the business of
every man in college to see that every
possible candidate comes out, so that
a few will not have to shoulder the

Club trips and many other things too numerous to mention,

burden.
Football

and trustees.

but all for one

end, namely the putting of Kenyon College before the public.

President Peirce said at the special Assembly on March 28, that as soon
as the enrollment reaches 200 money for a new dormitory and science hall
will be forthcoming.

It's up to us all to get busy

Alumni, undergraduates,

the best advertisement
All who are in favor of a bigger Kenyon fill out the coupon below and
Kenyon has, and the better the team
mail to President William F. Peirce, Gambier, Ohio.
the greater the advertising. Certainly
Alumni, immediate action is necessary.
every man who has any physique at all
A university of four thousand does
ought to turn out every day and help
not have the same problems to solve
make the team of 1916 one long to be
as our little college on the Hill. The
remembered.
true Kenyon man's blood tingles at the
Almost any
very thought of Gambier.
President William P. Peirce,
college will give one an education, but
Gambier, Ohio.:
Bexley
No Life
Kenyon gives her sons something beDear Sir:
sides, namely, true friendship, and a
If it is true that where there is life
I desire that the matter of securing a Kenyon alumnus for
love of man. Unity is the secret of there is hope, we have no hope for
publicity
man for Kenyon College be brought before the trustees
this success. Unity must continue to Bexley, for "Life" has been barred
and alumni at their meeting in June.
exist for the betterment and success of from her sacred halls. "The powers
Yours for Old Kenyon,
the college.
school
that be" in the
at the northern
the
path
end
is
have
decided
that
body
of
of
the
men
Politics among any
Class
bad enough. Politics in Kenyon is ab- reading matter contained in the book
Signature
solute assassination of all the princi- is not fit for the eyes of those seeking
We can therefore expect
ples and traditions of the college. holy orders.
Address
Much has been done to rid Kenyon of a regular weekly pilgrimage of Bexall politics or so called "deals." In ley men to the college library.
is

at
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Kenyon Museum

A

months ago Kenyon was
of
presented with a handsome case
purpvarieties,
the
all
stuffed birds of
to form the nucleus
ose of which was
Museum. The inof a Natural Art
place to dissuitable
ability to find a
the mattbrought
play this case has
Several

er

to the

They will

non-partis- an

attention of many students.
reside in Columbus.

library burned a
for interestireserved
special room was
exhibits.
natural
art
and
ng relics
Before the former

was very popular and a
and
collection of relics

The museum
valuable

was accumulated. The
entire contents of this room was lost
in the fire and up to this time no effort
has been made to restore it.
facilities which
With the natural

stuffed animals

Gambier and the traditions
closely related to the college, it would be a very easy matter
to create a general museum in a very
The case of stuffed birds
few years.

surround

which are so

which has

lately been presented to the
prove an excellent start

college would

cooperation of the stufaculty, a representative
could be created.
Editorial.

and with the
dents

rumored that the Hon. Willy H. Taft
and Teddy R. will be present, wholly
as detached and
spectators. There is however no substance
to the rumor that either Justice Hughes
or the gentleman from New York, Mr.
Root, will be here though their managers have done clever work in their
favor. It is positively asserted that
the Hon. William Foster Peirce will not
again announce his candidacy.
It is expected that the elections in
the Gopher and Badger states as well
as in New York and Pennsylvania will
be extremely close. But the situation
in the Buckeye state is perhaps the
most complex, baffling, and dangerous.
Here the stay at home note will be
necessary to defeat the nomination of
a candidate who, it is feared, can
force with his steamroller the adoption
of a "Iocalistic" as opposed to a national plank in the platform.
Therefore, men of Kenyon get on
your political togs, prepare for a good
time, and turn out to help select the
man to carry the Republican banner
in November
Editorial.

and

Ohio and its Colleges
Ohio, with the possible exception of
Missouri, is the most
state
The 1916 Convention
in the Union. Ohio has
Pep, party, and politics, all enter
of the colleges and
into IT.
What is IT?. The REPUBLof the college students in the
ICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION of United States.
And
of
course!
And it is to be a big success. the men in "Who's Who" are from
The holding of a national party convOhio.
ention every fourth year is a good
These pertinent facts were pointed
old Kenyon tradition which has always
out by Dr. Herbert Welch, president
given much interest and enjoyment to of Ohio Wesleyan University, at the
the entire
college. This particular Ohio Library Association last week.
is to be no exception to the Some men write a book on the value
rule, in fact the present
crisis and of a college education, but Dr. Welch
political issues:
preparedness, a real has answered the question, "What's
preparedness, Mexico, the Philippines, the use?" in three sentences.
our friend the tariff upward, our foe
"Who's Who" is the measure of a
the H. C. of living
man's reputation. Ohio, it seems, has
downward,
in Gambier, nationalism
versus wasted no money on higher education.
localism, present rockets,
reefs, and And just to supplement Dr. Welch's
rapids through which it
will be diffi statement, we might add that more colcult to steer the ship
even though the lege men are in public life in Ohio than
water be not cold but hot.
in any other state.
But serious
If a person scoffs at the value of a
as is the duty of each
and every voter in the Kenyon Repub-l'college training or complains because
there are other reasons which his tax assessment has gone up beshould lead us
to take active interest cause of increased expenditures for
"i the Convention.
Political graft is Ohio's colleges, show him the results.
a charge that
will be worth while for Figures are noted for their veracity.
the interested
Ohio State Lantern.
patriot to investigate
museum

be-colleg-

ed

one-fourtee-

leap-ye- ar

fire-nee-

ds

c.

and, though

officially denied, there is
recurrent rumor concerning "smokes"
an
a real national holiday. The
cl'nax, a brass

nth

one-fourtee-

nth

one-fourtee-

nth
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Good Light Literature Predominates in Interesting Letter from F. E. Thomp-

Dormitories

son, '15

Of course, a definite amount of
mental relaxation in the form of magazines, newspapers and the like, has its
place in the students' existence and if
care is taken in selecting such light
reading, benefit without doubt will result. After a terrific siege with an
unusually difficult Math problem, the
mind of the average man demands
something in the form of recreation;
something that will relieve the various
complications in the brain caused by
excess use of this organ.
At Kenyon, where distinctly first
rate fellows only are supposed to attend, it would be imagined that the
necessary light literature, above mentioned, would be correspondingly
high grade, but the actual facts seem
to contradict such a supposition. A
personal experience of the writer will
more clearly bring out the point of this
theme. As a pure experiment, the
writer visited nine rooms in different
divisions on the Hill. Following are
the tabulated discoveries:
Cosmopolitan, Snappy
Room I
Stories.
Room II Atlantic Monthly, Red Book.
Room III No magazines.
Room IV Smart Set, Saturday Evening Post and Cosmopolitan.
Room V Atlantic Monthly (two issues). Snappy Stories.
Room VI No magazines.
Room VII Vanity Fair, McClure's,
Saturday Evening Post.
Room VIII Live Stories, Hearst's,
Jim Jam Jems.
World, Detective
Wide
Room IX
Story.
The appearance of the Atlantic
Monthly somewhat surprised the
reader. Later it was revealed that the
presence of this magazine was practically compulsory, inasmuch as English
assignments had necessitated the purchase of the same.
So, in nine rooms at random about
the Hill, the trend of this essential light
reading matter, was found to be decidedly toward the "thriller type" and
toward the low and suggestive. Such
a situation directly impugns the reputaSuch literation of Kenyon College.
ture consumes the time and money of
college men and is detrimental in every
sense of the word to the development
of a sound, clean mind. This condition of affairs is deplorable and Kenyon is the worse for it.

Dear "Mac":
Naturally in my trips about the
country I am interested in the various
colleges I come in contact with. The
latest one I have come into contact
with was the State Agricultural college
at Bozeman, Montana.
Here I was interested in the "Rating
Student Character."
Perhaps this
will be interesting to you and also the
readers of the Collegian.

April 5, Dr. Peirce delivered
to the National Security
address
an
C. M.
band, will render League, in Columbus, at Memorial Hall.
music to arouse the
most unpolitical or
""Politic among us.
A brass cannon The Manager of the Collegian,
would be welcome,
but we can make
Gambier, Ohio:
Shlft with
the band, especially as we Dear Sir:
,
pect to beat the
completes the twentieth
band ourselves.
In mailing you this check I am reminded that this
Jump into your
in the fall
togs and prepare to (20th) year that I have received the Collegian, as I entered Kenyon
of the
reader
careful
I
the best political
a
am
Jend
convention of '96 and have been a subscriber ever since.
my
when
ne'a on Gambier
and
the
for
it
I
evening
save
hill since the Demo-crpaper and when each number comes
to
from
cover
.t
read
and
Collegian
Party split at Baltimore.
work is done I light up a pipe, open the
days.
college
my
to
back
brings
it
a vast number
which
of your
cover and revel in the many memories
knowledge of her act.vit.es I
wi be there as well
as a Indeed my keen interest in Kenyon and
ance for
persisted in the Collegian habit.
regularly
and
Political notoriety and
to having early formed
sincerely,
Very
Besides
a galaxy of
gteal menRUFUS SOUTHWORTH. '00.
Prominent in many ways,
are t0 be
Glendale. Ohio.
guests or on the floor.
It is March 23rd. 1916.
a

On

.

at

Re-"Km-

con-St'tUe-

ber

nts

at-trib-

ad-ceme-

nt.
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Rating Student Character
As a means of giving prospective
employers a better line on the qualifications of students applying to them
for work the authorities at the State
Agricultural
college
at Bozeman,
Montana, have adopted a system of
character rating.

Under this plan each instructor in
college is asked to grade every student who comes under his instruction
on the following: Ability, honesty,
application,
thoroughness, attitude,
punctuality, reliability, neatness in
work, personal appearance, command
of English, industry and cheerfulness.
Instructors are asked to grade only
those students and for those qualities
upon which they feel that they have a
definite opinion. The average of each
student's rating in these respects is
compiled by the college registrar and
is used in recommending a student for
position after graduation. The student is allowed to know the average
opinion of his instructors, though he is
not permitted to see their individual
grading.
The idea in making these facts
known to the student is to enable him
to correct deficiencies in his character;
and since the grading is to be done
twice a year, throughout his four
years' course, the student will have
abundant opportunity if he desires to
improve his standing with his instructors and to establish, before his graduation, a reputation for such qualities as
most employers are seeking.
This system of grading students upon
personal characteristics was suggested
by plans in use in one or two other
educational institutions and more particularly by the schedule of grading
used in a number of large commercial
concerns. It properly takes into account the fact, so long ignored by educational authorities, that mere scholarship is not an adequate or dependable
measure of a man's worth.
The "grind" who wins high marks in
examinations is in the majority of cases
man, and what the world is
a
men, not
calling for now is
jacks of all trades, but men who combine character with intelligence, common sense with scholarship, personality
Optiwith power of concentration.
mism is rated higher nowadays than
omniscience.
F. E. THOMPSON, M5.
Grand Hotel, Billings, Montana.
one-sid-

ed

all-arou-

nd

-
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Edwin M. Stanton Civics Club
In the opening address of the Civics
Club, Dr. Cahall enumerated the major
accomplishments
of the present administration and discussed the trend
that our politics toward the European
Powers and the Pacific Possessions had
taken. It was brief and concise and
very interesting.
At the close of his address he threw
the meeting open to a debate on President Wilson's Policy toward Mexico,
with the understanding that the chair
would entertain a motion of censure
at the end of the debate. Morton lead
the affirmative and was supported by
Axtell, Ader, Kinder, and Trottman.

The negative was captained by
Maxwell,
Ellsworth
with Douglass,
Welch, Remy, and Steinfeld supporting.
The debate was of the most interesting sort as both sides had picked their
men with the understanding that they
were personally interested and convinced in their opinions. As a result
the debate had none of the drawbacks of a formal debate.
At the close of the meeting the motion of censure was defeated by the
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Submarine Builder Here in Guise of
Photographer
Perhaps many who had their pictures taken by J. S. Alstram, who was
on the Hill about two weeks ago, did
not know that they were being "shot"
by a submarine builder.
Mr. Alstram
is simply in the picture-takin- g
business
in order to secure money to finish
building his submarine which was begun two years ago. He visits the colleges eight months of the year, and
then during the summer vacation works
on his submarine which he has at
Washington. He has secured a patent
on a new lowering and raising device
which experts claim to be a "God-send- "
for the submarine. By this device,
which consists of a compressed air
pump and a system of rubber tubes inlaid along the keel of the boat, the
submarine can be made to come to the
surface even though the water tanks
fail to work or the machinery breaks

Western Reserve University

!

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

1

ONLY MEDICAL SCHOOL OF
THE CITY OF CLEVELAND

Admits only college degree men and seniors in absentia.
Excellent laboratories and facilities for research and advanced work.

f

Large clinical material. Sole medical control of Lakeside, City and
Charity Hospitals. Clinical Clerk Services with individual in- struction.
Wide choice of hospital appointments for all graduates.
Fifth optional year leading to A. M. in Medicine.
Vacation courses facilitating transfer of advanced students.
Session opens Sept. 28, 1916; closes June 14, 1917. Tuition $150.00.

1

For catalogue, information and application
blanks, address

THE REGISTRAR,

1353 EAST 9TH ST., CLEVELAND.

f
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down.

Diamonds
The submarine while only a model Phone, Citizens, 235
will carry three men. Mr. Alstram
expects to have it finished within another year, when he will turn it over
Optician
to the government.
Repairing
Mr. Alstram is a. Norwegian and
vote
He is also a
The vote is an indication of the in- consequently a
Mount Vernon, Ohio
terest shown so far. There are no good money maker. After figuring 117 S. Main Street
restrictions in entering the club except over his accounts he found that he had
It was decided that a foul committhat membership is confined to the cleared over a hundred dollars during No Radical Changes in 1916 Football
In a recent two day conference of ted by a defending side behind its
undergraduate body.
his five days stay on the Hill. His
average earnings he says is about the intercollegiate football rules com- own goal line which deprives opmittee, it was decided to make no ponent of an opportunity to secure a
eighty dollars per week.
Puff and Powder
radical changes in the code for 1916. free ball, shall result in a touchdown
April
Concert
Shakespeare
on
The
No formal vote was taken on the for the offended team.
If, however,
14 will be made the more interesting
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
that all players be re- the foul is committed while the ball
Style books illustrating the high suggestion
and varied by the presentation of
is in the air, the penalty shall be a
"Pyramus & Thysbe" from "A Mid- class Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes quired to wear numbers.
The rules in general, however, were safety.
summer Night's Dream," by members have been received by every man in
When the defending side makes an
Along with it comes the gone over carefully and a number of
college.
of the Puff and Powder Club.
The club will also give a play at announcement that these stylish clothes changes made, both in phraseology uncompleted forward pass from beHop time May
The play are on exhibition at the Rosenthall and substances. Instead of a ten yard hind its own goal line on the first,
which will probably be given is "A Company
of Mt. Vernon. This is penalty, for interference with a player second or third down, which is
forgrounded behind the line or hits goal
good,
Regular Scream," a rattling
very convenient for college men who about to make a fair catch of a
will
yard
fifteen
ward
penalty
pass,
a
posts
or bar, it shall count as a safeRosencomedy.
snappy
wear high grade clothing. The
ty; on the fourth down it goes to the
It is a play made up of consecutive thall Company is a Collegian adver- be inflicted.
The committee decided also that opponents at the point of scrimmage.
funny situations and is guaranteed to tiser. Mention the Collegian when
put everyone in good humor for the you buy Hart Shaffner &c Marx clothes. when a team is late in appearing for A forward pass made by attacking
the second half of the game the of- team on first, second or third downs
informal dance which follows immedifended side shall have choice of hitting goal posts or bar, becomes a
ately after the play.
Lenten services beThe Noon-da- y
goals; made it allowable to bat ball touchback; on fourth down goes to
ing held at the Chapel are proving
on punt out as well as forward pass, opposing eleven at point of
Reveille Out Soon
more popular this year than ever bebut ruled that an opponent may not
With all Reveille copy in the hands of
fore. The attendance so far has been
the printer it is probable that the more than double that of any previous run into the catcher except in bona-fid- e
Dr. Peirce will be in Cleveland for a
attempt to catch the batted ball.
yearbook will be published before
year. The President, Dr. Weida, and
It was also decided that leaping few days next week to attend a joint
Easter. Should any unusual delay the Chaplain are the regular speakers.
back of a team mate in order to re- meeting of the finance committee and
occur copies will be on sale immediceive a forward pass was legitimate, board of trustees of Kenyon College.
ately after Easter vacation.
Endeavors are being made to get a provided the man with his feet on The purpose of the meeting being to
As fewer copies are being printed
Commission the ground did not aid the catcher hear a report and discuss an important
this year, and as the subscription list is member of the Ford Peace
in
the
future. If by advancing. Another change makes matter brought before the two bodies
lecture
here
near
to
larger the book will probably be a
is arranged, we can be assured of an it allowable for
it
a player to rush an last June.
financial success.
interesting address.
opponent out of the way in order to

IMcd

W. Ilger

Jeweler and
Watch
and Engraving

17-1- 5.

sea-ma- n.

19-2-

0.

Dr. Allen attended, on March 4, an
interesting debate on Woman Suffrage
in the capacity of judge. The debate
was held at Newark and was between
the high schools of Newark on the
and Zanesville on the
affirmative
negative; the affirmative winning by a
vote of two to one. A chicken dinner, in honor of the judges preceeded
the debate.

Patronize our advertisers.

secure a kicked ball which by fumbling has become a free ball.
It was further ruled that a guard,
center or tackle to be eligible to receive a forward pass, must be at the
end of the line of scrimmage when
the ball is put into play. In the case
of a receiver of such a pass standing
There has been a debating league with one foot on or over the side line
formed between Danville, Gambier and and touching the ball, which then
Centerburg which is called the C. A. bounds into the field of play, the ball

It has been decided to hold the
Alumni luncheon in the Commons instead of Rosse Hall this commencement. The reason for this change is
so that the meal can be served at noon,
rather than later in the day.

& C. Debating league.

is

ruled out of bounds.

The honor system is under discussion, mostly unfavorable, at Minnesota Agricultural School.
Law men at Southern California will
debate the respective merits of buttermilk and grape-juicA collection of verse written by
e.

undergraduates at the University of
California will be published in book
form.
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Library

New Booki in

TitIe

Author
Essays in Radical

James

J

Critical

M. Baillie

Exposition

of
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Utili-

ties.

Taylor The Mediaeval Mind.
Drier History of the Christian Church.
Problems of PhilHistory of Modern Philosophy.
Jackson Ulrich Tevingli.
Present Philosophical
Seignobos The Feudal Regime.
Bryan Tale of Tow Convention.
The World We Live
Walker John Calvin: the Organizer
of Reformed Protestantism.
Doctrine.

Bergsen's Philosophy.
Russell

Bertram

osophy.

Perry

B.

R

Tendencies.
G.

Empiricism.

Bruere New City Government.
Harvey The Model Village.
King Regulation of Municipal

S. Fullerton
In.

Santayana Winds of
First Book
W. J. Marvin

Page Seven

In Meta-

Preparations for Golf
Golf enthusiasts will be glad to hear
Pragmatism and Ideal
W. Caldwell
that the Golf Club is expecting to have
ism.
p
the course in
shape as early as
Essays on Truth and
F. H. Bradley
possible.
The officers of the club say
Reality.
that it will be necessary to have new
The Concept of Conscious
E. B. Holt
flags this year, and they hope that the
ness.
Assembly will appropriate the amount
Our Knowledge of the
B. Russell
necessary to purchase them.
World.

THE

VARSITY Gem Laundry
FIFTY FIVE
Young men want it

It's easy to see why; it has
the dash, vigor, vim that's so
typical of "young spirited"
men that means any man
because no one feels old these
days. New Spring Models
now ready.

ALBERT E. AUSKINGS
General

Manager

No. 7 North Main Street

Mount Vemon, Ohio
G. C. Williams, Kenyon Agent

physics.

tip-to-

Work and Service the BEST
Cor.

Vine

&

Main Sts.

MT.

VERK0N, 0.
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THIS
it m

am tnvaamz:

External

System of Metaphysics.

Fullerton

William

Royce

James

and

Other

Essays.

Appearance and Reality.
Abercrombie The Epic.
Mair's Hesiod.
Kalevala.
Bacon
Song of Roland.
Muther
Modern Painting.
Michal
Rembrandt.
Modern Arta.
e
Dillon Rubens.
Bernete
Velasques.
Fromentui Masters of the Past.
Hoeber
Barbizon School.
Manet and Puvis de Chavannes.
Gainesborough.
Bradley

Meier-Gr-

af

Turner.

Engravers,

Great

Goya,

Whistler.
Spanish Painting.
Great Masters "Series."

be-cou-

se

Kenyon College has been
a life
membership in the Ohio State Horticultural society by W. E. Bonstrager of
the Ohio Experiment Station at
Wooster, Ohio. The library will receive all the publications of the society.
It will be remembered that Mr.
Bontrager's lecture, "An Arboretum
for Kenyon College," appeared in the
last number of the Collegian.
n

g-rve-

Due

to a

break-dow-

n

from

get it.

IT'S A SWEATER

JACKSON'S
Drug Store.

Pure

Worsted-Popu-

lar

Price.

See Erank S. Shoffstall

k tort

over-

work Professor R. S. Devol, Professor
Halsin
of History, has been taken to the hosDelacroix
in
in pital
Masterpieces
in Mt. Vernon where he has been
Color.
advised by his physician to rest for at
Hughs
Photo Electricity.
least a month.
Steadman Unit Photography.
While his condition is not considered
Cooper
Primary Batteries.
to be serious, everything possible is beHaller
The Teala High Frequency
ing done to restore him to health.
Coil.
Since Professor Devol's condition is
Galilic
Dialogues Concerning the New
attributed to bis overwork, he will
Sciences.
probably give up his professorship
Morse
Storage Batteries.
when be returns but will still remain
Hardin The Rise and Development of
treasurer of the college.
the
Liquefaction of Gasses.
Theory of the Lead

Is Different

ing during Lent.

Professor Devol in Hospital

Hartmann

Dolezslek

"QUIZ"

Rem-

brandt.
Caffin

Many students have given up smokHarry Stoyle says,
he knew something was the matter,
his sale on "Honest Scrap" has
increased a hundred percent since a
week ago Wednesday.

If you do, well

8

on't you arg'uefy
with the man who prides himself on smoking
Tuxedo. He knows whereof he speaks when
he talks of mildness, fragrance, flavor, sweet
comfort and happy days.

Ac-

The Glee and Mandolin Clubs of the
of Michigan will take a
University
Uluminants and Illumination.
trip
to the Pacific coast.
spring
Steinmetz Electric Discharge,
Waves
and Impulses and Other Transients.
Steinmetz Radiation,
Light and Ilcumulator.

lumination.
Armagnat Induction

r

mental

in Tuxedo.

raphy.

Huntmgton-Pam-A- merica

WW-T-

he

ulse

of Asia.
as a World Power.
New Freedom.

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE
Convenient, glassine wrapped,
moisture-proo- f
.
.
pouch
Famous green tin with gold 1 A
lettering, curved to fit pocket X UC
In Tin Humidors, 40c and 80c
In Glass Humidors, 50c and 90c
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Ot

For Your Tired

Alette-Autobiog-

"Tux" has all the sweet, mellovv flavor and
rich relish you are looking for in a pipe tobacco

And you can smoke Tuxedo every time you hap
pen to thinlc of it all daylong,
if you wish. The "Tuxedo Process" removes all the harshness,
J iv,
and
all the parch, all the bite
is
only
used
this original process

L'nsay-His-

U

and Cigarette

and that sound, solid, serene satisfaction that
you get only from Burley leaf.

Coils.
orks
of Archimedes.
Cordiere-The
Gyroscope.
Barnes
Ice Formation.
Moissan-The
Electric Furnace.
Kolfe-The
Polariscope.
W-The
Calorific Power of Gas.
Physics.
tory
of the Reformation.
Living Past.
Jarvin-- The
ater--The
Making of Modern England.
Heath-W-

Rommel-Experi-

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe

Eyes, try our Reliable

Glasses

made after a careful examination of the eyes.

F'RANK

Li.

YOUNG

OPTOMETRIST
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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-
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William B. Bodine, jr., '90, will be
the alumni orator at commencement.
He is the son of Dr. Bodine, who was
president of Kenyon College for fifteen

to four feet deep to see what they could
do to help Wattley. They shouted to
him to let go, but the roar of the
waters deafened him so that he could
not hear. When his strength had
given out, he let go the cable and
floating down stream on his back
reached a point where he could be
grabbed from the shore and it was
here that Kinder, standing neck deep
in water, pulled him out.
After several severe kicks and blows
had been administered to keep up a

COLLEGIAN
More than $100 was donated to
student "Y" at Michigan during
month of December, for the aid
needy students.
We want an honor tradition at

the
the
of

BOWLING ALLEYS

the
It is a noble sentiment.
University.
Ohio
But we need no honor system.

State Lantern.

years, and is now a prominent Philadelphia lawyer.
Earl D. Babst,
has been secured as toastmaster at the commence" The Store of Tilings Different "
ment alumni luncheon. Mr. Babst is
an eminent business man, being presi- circulation, Wattley was persuaded that
ALWAYS THE BEST
dent of the American Sugar Refining he was still alive. The four wet and
Company.
then
half frozen shipwrecked canoeists
G. W. Freeman, ex.- -' 15, is vice dragged the canoe across the island, In Books, Magazines, Writing Papresident of the Lumex Manufacturing paddled across the intervening channel
pers, Office Supplies and
Company of Lima, Ohio, making mov- and landed on Cunningham's hill. NeedFountain Pens
ing picture machines.
less to say they made as much speed
The marriage of Dr. Yeatman Ward-lo- as possible to the Cunningham farm,
Bancroft Tennis Rackets
of Columbus and Miss where Mr. Cunningham acting the part
in all models and prices
Clara Helen Leahy of the same city of a royal host, gave them some dry
was celebrated within the last month. clothes, a good warm place to change
We Frame Pictures Right
Donald H. Harper, '14, was recently them and several varieties of liquid
Everyman's Library 700 Titles
appointed city editor of the Daily Ban- stimulants.
ner of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Wattley was laid up for two days
Comer Main and Gambier Streets
Miller Pontius who attended Kenyon with frost bites in the legs. The
in 1909 and '10 has become line coach others suffered no ill effects from the
MT. VERNON
at the University of Michigan. He wetting.
graduated from Michigan last year.
The engagement of Charles Chevrier
Vassar College is now offering
Wright, ex.-'9of Cleveland, and Miss courses in journalism. This is the first
Sara Russell of Mt. Vernon has been college for women to offer such a
announced. Mr. Russell is a nephew course.
of Mrs. Buttles of Gambier. He is a
The Harvard Crimson has moved
graduate of Columbia University, and from the Union Building into one of
is a partner in the Cleveland Tool and its own. The occasion was celebrated
Supply Company.
by a forty-fopage edition.
Carl A. Weiant. '05, of Newark,
Ohio, has named his son, born March
(3, Carl Andrew Weiant, Jr.
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ex-'9- 3,
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Canoe Trip Nearly Disastrous

The Bakery

The lure of winter canoeing nearly
Headquarters for good things to
became disastrous for a Kenyon stuEat
dent during the recent season of high
water on the Kokosing. Donald
Billiard Parlor Connected
Wattley, '17, was thrown out of a
Banquet and Dance Serving Hall
canoe when it crashed into a cable suspended across the stream at a point
For Rent
just below the old mill. Wattley hung
on to the cable in the hope of being
able to pull himself to shore, but on
&
seeing that the great force of the
waters was too strong for this method
GAMBIER
of escape, he let go and was hauled out
of the water by Charles Kinder, '16,

H. C. Stoyle

Son

who was also on the trip.
Kinder, with "Add" Lewis, was in
the leading canoe and it was not until
they were several hundred yards past and Bon Bons. Caramels.
-.
the cable that Lewis happened to look Wafers,
Opera
Nut
Sticks,
back and saw that the second canoe Candies, Marshmallows, Chocolate

Get the Range of Smoking
Satisfaction
Roll "Bull" Durham into a cigarette and you have
a smoke with all the vim, vigor and dash of Uncle
Sam's fighting men, That's why the American Army
is an army of "Bull" Durham smokers. "Bull" Durham
puts snap into their action and "punch" into their
systems. For a virile, lively, manly smoke, "roll your
own" with "Bull" Durham.

Kill

Delicious Chocolates

Covered Cherries, Almonds and all
the good kinds of confectionery,
when furnished by "Candyland"
are always sure to be fresh, tempting and delicious.

At Popular Prices

HOT AND COLD DRINKS
Delicious Ice Cream and
Fruit Ices

CANDYLAND
MT. VERNON, OHIO
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SMOKING TOBACCO
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had overturned. They tried to turn
about and go upstream to help Wattley,
but their efforts were of no avail
against the wind and the strong current.
Downe, who was in the bow of the
canoe which struck the cable, was also
thrown out but climbed back onto the
bottom of the overturned craft and was
carried swiftly down stream for about
two hundred yards. Here he left the
canoe and struck out for shore.
In the meantime Lewis and Kinder
had landed on a submerged island and
were plodding through water from one
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"Bull" Durham is the mildest of all tobaccos. It ha
unique aroma and a distinctive
Ask for FREE

flavor that no other
tobacco can give you.
Made of the famous "bright"
Virginia-NortCarolina leaf, "Bull"
Durham has been the great American smoke for three generations.
You "roll your own" with
"Bull" Durham and enjoy a real
smoke.
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KollYourOwn Cigarettes, and a package of cigarette papers,
will both be mailed, free, to any addresa
in U. S. on request. Addresa 'Bull"
Durham, Durham, N . C.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

CO.

package of papers
with each Se mack.

